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How to tell if a 
source is relevant

Look at the title of both the journal and the article.
Read the abstract/summary.
Skim the first and last paragraph.

Journal Articles

Read the book description on the book.
Skim at the table of contents and intro.
Look at the cover and back of the book.
Find a book review on Google or Amazon.

Books



Is it an academic Article?

Author's name 
and institution

Abstract/
Summary



Is it an academic Article?

references/notes

references/notes



Is it an academic book?

publisher



Is it an academic book?

author bio

all the information you
need for your citation

is on this page

book description



How do I know it's an 
academic Article?

There is
an abstract/summary.
research cited in notes and/or bibliography (section that lists all works
consulted at end of article).

The author is scholar or authority in field. Google them to find out.
The journal/author is from an academic institution or reputable research
organization.
You used limiters like "academic journals" or "peer reviewed" in USIC
search*
You searched Google Scholar and verified using above criteria.



How do I know it's an academic
Source/book?

The book has research cited in notes and/or bibliography.
The author is scholar or authority in field.
 The author is affiliated with academic institution or reputable
organization
The book is well-reviewed by reliable sources or won awards for
non-fiction (e.g., NYT, won National Book award, etc.)
Read the bio in the book, description of book on jacket or inside, &
check if book has one any journalist or non-fiction awards.



Reputable Author/InstItutIon?

Google the author with site: edu  e.g. Ben Gross site: edu
Look up author on Google Scholar to see if there are other articles by
them.
Have other people cited this author? Google Scholar will tell you.

Check book reviews on Amazon.
Look up book or article on Google Scholar to see if it has been cited by
others.
Check the title of the journal and who publishes it.
Check the publisher of the book.

Author is reputable

Publication is reputable




